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The Gathering Basket is created by Corinne Boyer, folk herbalist and herbal educator. My intention is to bring
inspiration and magic to people by sharing experiences, history and interests relating to plants and folk traditions. May
the folkloric education of local plant medicine bring empowerment, connection and healing to community.

-The Inner AltarBy Corinne

Between the Heart and the Soul, there is a space
of worn gray stones, an alcove of magnetism,
that only ones Third Eye can sense. This inner
vessel serves in a greater way than any physical
manifestation of the Sacred. What hidden items,
what coveted creatures, what spirit informed
visions, are arranged there? And how do they
Work upon one, while both waking and sleeping,
this Holy space understood and interpreted only
from below.

the Weird Ladies in white, then gray, then black.
What do you smell when you stand there? Cold
dust, warm wax, tree sap, sulphured blood, dried
roses? The smell of morning ice? What spirits are
frequenting, roadkill owls, giggling child ghosts,
unrecognized vampires, coming in on one side,
leaving through the other. What is littered about
the hard floor- dry deer bones, black maple leaves,
splinters of fire wood, wet charcoal, a layer or
white ash? And which direction does the wind
come from- the North perhaps, on the blue light of
the Dead Road?

The seasonal omens- dead birds, cedar boughs,
glowing embers, winter moons, holly berriesfor the hidden senses to view. The witching
broom, the foggy twilight, the thick gray frost on
burgundy twigs, the fragile tawny grasses, the
wolf spirit of the forest-flood the space within.
Imprint and impress upon the Psyche, the Heart
and the Hand. Lady Winter’s Icy breath upon
the land, it is here, within each stone. The inner
altar is carried with, unable to be uprooted or
destroyed, only neglected. And even if fallow grief
colors the stones, even if emptiness lingers for
a time, the space can always be reinvigorated,
with offerings for the muses, for the Fates, for

In this haunted place, everything that enters or
exits is felt, like that which is tied to a thousand
nerves embedded. Choose wisely the archetypal
energy that comes to stay. Or what is requested
to depart. And most carefully select that which is
laid upon the large stones. Those items, concepts,
visions, spirits- are what will reflect back like a
mirror, in dreams. And that which will transmit the
hidden lore, that cannot be seen from the outside
alone. Lay down then, the omens of the Soul, and
their nuances, for the outer symphony to behold.
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- Mistletoe Viscum album

Neither plant nor shrub, mistletoe was revered for its liminal
nature, bearing leaves and fruit during the time when its
host is bare. Older names for mistletoe included All-heal,
Thors Broom, Thunder broom, Witches broom, Witch Nest,
Crackling, Birdlime, Kiss and Go, Churchmans Greetings,
Wintergreen and Winter Green Wood. A few Welsh names
translate to mean Pren Awyr Merry Tree,
Pren Uchelvar Tree of the High Summit
or Pren Puraur Tree of Pure Knowledge.
Mistletoe grows on oak, poplar, apple
and pear trees, and occasionally hawthorn. It grows most commonly in the
southwest of UK, apparently it did not
originally grow in Ireland, though it has
naturalized there over the years. The
American species that I am most familiar
with is Phoradendron leucarpum and
grows typically on oak trees throughout
Oregon and California, though there are
numerous others. Mistletoe is in the
Viscaceae family, having seven genera total. The common name mistletoe comes
from the Old English mistiltan, resulting
from mistil meaning ‘different’ and tan
meaning ‘twig’.

had been passed through a bird. This association with
birds may have come from its way of growing up in trees,
nearest the sky. Mistletoe was dedicated to Thor/Donar,
the rainmaking thunder god of vegetation, it was sacred
to both the Teutonic peoples and the Celts. At Gristhorpe, near Scarborough in England, a bronze age burial site
was found to have mistletoe included
within it. A mans skeleton was within an oak coffin covered itself in oak
branches, and inside with the bones,
was a brass dagger and a large amount
of mistletoe.
In European folklore, the mistletoe
stood for immortality, helping to ward
off death, being indestructible by both
fire and water. It was believed to be
the embodiment of lightning and a sign
of peace. It has long associations with
Christmas time because of its uncanny
white berries that flourish during that
time of year, along with its evergreen
nature. It was thought to be unlucky if
cut at any other time of year, besides
on midnight of Christmas Eve, when
the branch from last years harvest
would in turn, be burnt. A bunch could
be saved and used as a fumigation
under the following years Christmas
pudding, or worn around the neck to
repel witches, according to Worcestershire lore. It was important to not
harvest the whole plant, always leaving
some behind. It could be adorned with ribbons, nuts and
with apples, in the spirit of ornamentation. The mistletoe
was left to hang all year, never removed with other Christmas decorations. It would lend its magical and protective
virtue over the household for the coming seasons. Though
this practice was condemned by the church, the tradition
of hanging the mistletoe persisted into modern times.
Even in some parts of the UK where it did not grow, such
as the Lincolnshire marsh lands, another evergreen acted
in its place and function. Its representation during Yuletide therefore was essential, for the magic that it offered
the peasant householders. A Welsh custom tells to obtain
some mistletoe from the Church Christmas decorations
and place it in the home to bring good luck to its possessor for the following year.

Mistletoe was dedicated to Freya in
Norse Mythology, after Loki used it to
harm her son Baldur. After Baldur was
restored to life, the mistletoe was placed
under special protection from Freya, and
ever after brought only good fortune
and love to those whom hung it in their
homes. One legend tells that mistletoe was created by the
falling tears of Venus, after being unintentionally wounded
from one of Cupids arrows. Mistletoe was believed to be the
most revered green of the Druids according to Pliny from
nearly two thousand years ago. It grew on their sacred oak
trees. Roman poet Ovid also tells of the Druids singing under
the mistletoe. The ‘Golden Bough’ refers to this plant, as it
turns gold, according to first Virgil, then Frazer. There are
written records of it being harvested with the classic golden
sickle, knife or ‘upright hatchets of brass’. Other accounts
tell of two bulls being sacrificed under the oak tree from
where the mistletoe grew, and then a white cloth being laid
out for the mistletoe to fall upon, lest it should touch the
ground directly and lose its powers- according to Pliny. This
sacred harvest would then be distributed to the people,
the magical plants being used then for repelling evil spirits,
witchcraft, for protection, and for amulet magic in many
matters of health. Lore of old also tells that if no mistletoe
could be found growing on oak trees, it was a sign that great
dangers were at hand.
This strange parasitic plant was connected with birds, and
there was a belief that it could not sprout unless the seed
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A ‘witches chain’ could be made during the time of Midwinter, by threading holly berries, juniper berries and mistletoe berries on a thread and attaching an acorn on the
ends. This was traditionally made by three younger women
at a witch’s cottage, the older witch woman instructing
them, so the lore tells. It was bound to a log and burned in
a fire ritual in a particular way. When the acorns were

circle, thus revealing that fate.

finally consumed by the fames, each girl would see a glimpse
of her future husband, or else if spinsterhood was her fate,
she would see the shape of a coffin instead.

Mistletoe was associated with good luck in general for
keeping cattle or for a fertile fruit producing orchard. Given
in a tea, it was supposed to cure all animals of barrenness.
In Wales, it was believed that ‘no mistletoe, no luck’, and a
branch was placed beside the first cow that had calved, after
the first hour of the new year had passed. In order to harvest
it, a stone had to be thrown to get it to fall, or in later times,
a shotguns blast. From American folklore, the plant could
never touch the ground or be harvested by human hands. In
Germany, it was used somehow to protect cattle and also as
a hunting charm. In Sweden, it was hung in farmhouses for
protective purposes as well. Cutting down a tree that bared
the magical mistletoe would certainly bring bad luck to the
one doing so. Interestingly, in Devonshire, it was an unlucky
plant, and not allowed to grow in orchards. From the same
county, possibly because of its strong fertility associations,
if mistletoe was planted and it grew, ones daughters would
never marry.

Mistletoe was believed to be an antidote to all poisons since
ancient times. It also had associations with fertility. With
thick evergreen leaves, mate and dense, the clear white berries that emerge in November and December were symbolic
of drops of semen from the cosmic bull that impregnated
the earth goddess. Hence the tradition of kissing under the
mistletoe- it’s all about fertility magic. One practice told that
after each kiss under the mistletoe, the man would remove a
berry. When all of the berries were removed, the tradition of
kissing under it was over for that year. From an American superstition, if a woman refused a kiss under the mistletoe, she
risked dying unmarried. And a maiden that married without
ever being kissed under the mistletoe, was said to remain
childless. Hanging mistletoe, in full berry over the bed was
supposed to bring conception of a child. Wearing mistletoe
around the neck was thought to bring fertility and placing it
in a bride’s bouquet was thought to bring a good marriage. A
Welsh custom tells that if an unmarried woman put a sprig of
mistletoe from the parish church under her pillow, it would
reveal dreams of her future husband. A love spell involving
mistletoe follows. A maiden desiring to attract the love of
another retires to her chamber, and locks the door. She
brings with her one berry and one leaf of mistletoe, plucked
from the mistletoe under which she had been saluted. The
berry was to be swallowed and the leaf picked with a pin, to
inscribe the initials of the one whom her heart loved best.
The leaf was then to be sewn into her underclothes, and
worn closest to her heart. A love potion concerning mistletoe comes down to us from Aristotle. A powder was made
from the leaves of mistletoe, vervain Verbena officinalis, and
elecampane Inula helenium (the parts not specified). This
powder was used to arouse the passions and acted as an
aphrodisiac when sprinkled into the food of the one desired.
There were love divination games for mistletoe, such as
gathering mistletoe leaves on the Eve of St Johns, before it
fruited, and sleeping with them under ones pillow to reveal
dreams of true love. A mistletoe potion could be made to
procure such prophetic dreams- nine fresh berries were
used, and steeped in a mixture of equal parts wine, beer, vinegar and honey. These little fermented ‘pills’ were taken on
an empty stomach before going to bed, to cause dreams of
ones future mate- a slightly toxic formula I would assume. To
be most effective this was to be done just before midnight
on Christmas Eve, or during the new moon. From Kentucky,
a love divination involved naming the leaves of mistletoe after a boy and a girl. These leaves were placed on a hot stove,
and if they jumped towards each other, it was a good omen
of love to come. From Alabama and Kentucky, mistletoe
could be hung over a door by a man, and the first maiden to
walk through the door would be his future wife. Another old
divination along similar lines tells to draw a circle in front of
a fire, take two mistletoe leaves and name one after yourself,
placing it within the circle. Name the other after your intended sweetheart, and place it outside of the circle. If a bond of
marriage is to be formed, the outer leaf will jump into the

Mistletoe was known to help the wearer of it become invisible, to help open focus, and to help find hidden treasure.
It had the magical ability to open locks ascribed to it. From
Austrian lore, hanging a branch above the bedstead would
protect against the nightmare. A divining rod was cut from
mistletoe in Swedish tradition, done so on Midsummers
Eve. This was used to find hidden treasure. Certain families
were connected to ancient oak trees, and the mistletoe that
grew on these trees was also regarded as magical for these
particular families.
From the works of Albertus Magnus comes a use to ‘loosen
bonds’, believed to use the herb mistletoe. One was to go to
a wood, and find where the magpie had her nest of babies.
One must then climb the tree and bind the hole of the nest
with something unspecified. The magpie was told to then go
a bring an herb (mistletoe) and put it to the binding in order
to break it. Once broken, the herb would fall out of the tree,
and if one had carefully placed a cloth on the ground below,
the herb could be collected and preserved for the same use
that the magpie employed it for. A brilliant example, all in
all.
A famous oak in Scotland grew mistletoe, and it was harvested by a member of the Hays family of Errol on All Hallows
Eve, with a new knife, after circling the tree sunwise three
times. A secret spell was spoken, and the plant that was
harvested after this folk rite was then used to protect infants
by attaching a sprig to the cradle. This was done to prevent
the baby from being changed in to an ‘Elf-bairn’ by the Faeries. Of this same tree, it was told that when the root finally
perished (it has since done so), that grass would grow from
the hearth of Errol and a Raven would sit in the Falcons nest,
a prophesy full of doom, to say the least.
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To hang mistletoe around the neck would protect children
from against witchcraft and the Devil, an English practice. In
Devon, the plant would protect the home from being struck
by lightning. If by chance mistletoe was found growing on an
ash or hazel tree, that under the roots of the tree would

effect on the heart, one record from Inverness Shire in Scotland, where a woman used the leaves to treat palpitations.
It was used for calming the nerves, an Irish cure from Meath
and Cavan, and from Cork and Limerick, it was recoded as
being used for epilepsy and hysteria. Used for tumors, the
juice of the leaves applied. In North America, mistletoe tea
as given to women where menstruation was stagnant due to
a cold condition. The juice of the bruised leaves was used as
drops for the ear, but the intention here is unclear, whether
for alleviating pain or for hearing purposes. It was a cure
for measles, from Somerset, in particular if gathered from a
hawthorn tree. In Essex, a mistletoe leaf soaked in milk was
eaten as a preventative for having a stroke. Another old use
is the berries used for the stich in the side, or for sudden
pain. On a veterinary note, the plant was given to cows and
sheep after giving birth in Herefordshire.

be a snake with a magical jewel in its head- according to
Welsh folklore. Or treasure was to be found under the roots.
Another Welsh tradition was to stuff a bunch of mistletoe
up the chimney for the summer months, helping to keep the
evil spirits away.
Mistletoe was used to assist in spirit communications in
times past. From Greek mythology, a mistletoe wand was
used to help Persephone open the gates of the Underworld.
From Holstein, UK, mistletoe was known as a ‘spectre’s
wand’, as the one holding it was known to see and communicate with ghosts. It would compel them to speak. In Germany, if one took a sprig of mistletoe into an old house, spirits
would appear and could be forced to answer questions.
Wearing a small bag around the neck would repel evil spirits
and keep one safe from dark witchcraft, from UK. From Alabama, folks placed mistletoe seeds above the doors to repel
evil spirits. According to astrologers of old, mistletoe was a
plant dedicated to the sun.

From ancient Anglo-Saxon medicine, the plant was used for
headache, soreness and swelling of the eyes and for pain in
the kidneys. In one receipt for a headache, mistletoe was
pounded with rose juice, or myrtle, and then vinegar, being
bound to the face. For eye soreness, mistletoe was crushed
with wine, then applied. For kidney pain, it was combined
somehow with pomegranate rind.

From Morayshire, Scotland, during the full moon in March,
green branches of the magical mistletoe were cut. These
were woven into a circular wreath and kept for the rest of
the year, to help with curing many diseases. The wreath
could be passed up and down the body for this. Mistletoe
growing on an oak was known as a panacea, having the
ability to ‘heal- all’. Southern American folk magic tells that
African American women would use mistletoe as an amulet,
hung around the neck, for drying up milk, during the weaning process.

From North American folk medicine, Viscum album was used
similarly, though not a native plant. It is clear whether this
was from the imported plant, or the local genus Phorodendron. There are folk records of it being used as an infusion
for high blood pressure, for dizziness and for hives. The
leaves were chewed or worn in ones hat for treating headaches. An infusion made from the berries was an epilepsy
treatment, or the leaves could be worn as an amulet to
prevent the same.

Folk MedicineThe Berries of mistletoe are known to be toxic. The powder
was given to women who could not conceive, an old Druid
remedy, and a decoction was prescribed for barrenness. One
assumes the leaf was used in these accounts, also a low dose
botanical. From Brittany, it had the ability to cure fevers.
From Sweden, mistletoe was used for epilepsy and as an
antidote to all poisons. Mistletoe from a hawthorn tree was
used as a cure for dropsy, and if it was soaked in mares milk,
this milk could then be given to children for coughing fits.
The Welsh Physicians of Myddfai used the leaf for jaundice.
Jaundice was also cured in Normandy by placing the berries
of the plant in a male babies urine, and then laying it on the
patients head with a secret incantation. The powder of mistletoe gathered from an oak tree was an old cure for epilepsy
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In fact, mistletoe was known as a cure for epilepsy throughout different cultures. One folk cure was to take powdered
mistletoe, the dosage being as much as would fit on a six
pence, to be taken in the morning with beer or black cherry
water, for a number of days, nearest the full moon. For the
same complaint rings of the plant were worn on the fingers
in Sweden. Even chaplets hung around the bed were said
to be effective, from Normandy, or necklaces made from
it. Combined with peony root, it was worn as an amulet by
infants for fits, from Sussex. Hawthorn mistletoe was used
specifically for epilepsy in Hereford.
It has been known since ancient times to have a beneficial
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Folk Divinations
Divination work makes up a large portion of folk magical practices, and we as humans have been using different techniques
to ‘find out’ and ‘see’ what is normally not able to be seen, for
thousands of years. In particular, many practices within European cultures were performed during the auspicious times
of the year, namely All Hallows Eve, Christmas Eve or during
the twelve days of Christmas,
Beltane Eve and Midsummers Eve. These times were
believed to have heightened
spirit activity associated with
them, and therefore divinations were thought most
effective when the veil was
thinnest. That said, certain
folk practitioners utilized a
specific practice regularly
and this was their specialty.
Here is a small sampling of
some folk divinations, to give
insight onto this very fascinating and helpful subject.

clear quartz was believed to be ‘super frozen water’ and was
used to cool hot conditions, such as with fevers. During later
times, glass would have been used as a substitute, and here
the large glass ball from the carnival fortune teller comes to
mind. Stones of crystal were often called ‘shew stones’ in the
British Isles, which meant ‘show’ stones. Actual crystal balls
or stones were often passed
down throughout families
for their healing and visioning powers. Rare black glass
spheres made of obsidian or
onyx were also sought after
as ‘shewing stones’ or as flat
mirrors.
Mirrors of all sorts were used
for scrying, to foretell the
future. Divination by mirror
magic is called ‘Catoptramancy’. The magic mirror in the
fairy tale Snow White comes
to mind, used for truth telling
or ‘soothsaying’. A magic
mirror was consulted with
questions about the future,
and by gazing into it in a certain way, the future could be
revealed. Thessalian magicians from Greece would hold their
mirror up to the moons light before consulting. ‘Black’ mirrors
made from black glass or obsidian were used and valued as
well, as mentioned above. There are a number of ‘moon and
mirror rites’ that can be performed on certain days of the year,
mostly to see an image of one’s true love. A Scottish apple
custom was to use a mirror as the rays of the moon shine onto
the looking glass, on Halloween: A girl must go secretly into a
room at midnight on this night and cut an apple into nine slices. As she holds each one by knife point and eats it, she may
see in the looking glass the image of her future mate peering
over her left shoulder asking for the last slice of apple. Another example from England tells that a woman must go stand on
a stone that she has never stood on before, with her back to
the full moon with a mirror in her hand. She would then see
not only the moon in the looking glass, but also a number of
smaller moons that told her how many more years until her
wedding day would come. The early American tradition of
walking down the cellar stairs with a mirror, backwards on All
Hallows Eve, to see the face of ones future mate also comes
to mind here. Mirrors, when they were not so common, were
thought to lead to another world, hence the tradition of covering all of the mirrors in the home when one there had died.
It was believed that if they were not covered, the spirit would
come back through the mirror to take another person with it
to the Great Beyond.

Scrying- Scrying can be
simply defined as looking into
some sort of translucent object or material to see visions for
purposes of divination. The word ‘scry’ comes from the word
‘descry’ which meant to reveal something. Scrying has been
used by magicians, healers and common folk for thousands of
years. Scrying with water is called ‘hydromancy’. The ending
suffix of ‘mancy’ has Greek and Latin roots that mean ‘prophesy’ or ‘soothsayer’. Water scrying was likely a more common
means for divination, as it was everywhere and available to all.
Generally smooth water was used, such as with looking into a
pond or a well. Remember that many wells, pools, springs or
ponds were believed in times past to be guarded and haunted by spirits- they were magical and liminal spaces. Pebbles
could be dropped into the water to ripple the surface, to help
bring visions. One traditional scrying method was to use soot
blackened glass, once it became available. Spilled ink was
also used. Another older method of using water for divination
utilized a glass of spring water into which the white of a newly
laid egg was placed. The water was then shaken up and used
as a ‘primitive crystal ball’, as real crystal or even glass balls
were rare.
However, quartz crystal has long been used for visioning, by
those whom it was available to. Divination by quartz crystal is
called ’Crystallomancy’. A real quartz sphere would have been
expensive and rare, and many early examples were quite small,
unlike how they are believed to look like in the popular imagination. Some theorize that these small crystal balls were used
during Medieval times for starting fires, though some believe
they were used for scrying. They were also used for healing, as
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Cards- Foretelling by cards, both ordinary playing cards or Tarot cards, is called ‘Cartomancy’. Playing cards were introduced
to Europe during the fourteenth century, and it is thought
that they were used for divination purposes soon after with
the first record being 1540. Their widespread popular use as
a divinatory tool did not come until the 1800’s. This is pretty
much the same with Tarot cards. The first most complete tarot
deck comes from a Wealthy Italian family from the late 1400’s.
There is no recorded use of them for any sort of divinatory
purposes until the late 1700s, as they were actually played as
a card game, mainly in France and Italy. However, most likely
because of their deep symbology, particularly in the ‘trump’
cards or the ‘higher arcana’ as they are more recently called, it
is hard to imagine that they were not used for prophesy.

silence was to be observed. The cunning woman would ask
about the object stolen and whoever’s bible and key fell would
be the culprit. This must have had to do with petty crimes that
involved the household and local neighbors, as it was not a
mandatory part of the law.
The Sieve and the Shears- This folk divination method goes
back almost 2000 years apparently. Once again, it was usually
used to find out a thief, but sometimes to find out answers.
The sieve was suspended by the shears in a way that made it
liable to have some movement and fall. Certain conjurations
were involved and it was thought that these called in a demon
or spirit who would move the sieve to fall when certain yes
or no questions were asked. In a sense, using a divination
method that involved ordinary kitchen objects speaks to the
importance of divination in people’s lives. During the times of
witch persecutions, folks or practitioners could still employ
divinatory methods without being suspect, whereas if one
had a special scrying mirror, stone, or bottle with a spiritus, it
could be cause for suspicion.

Fire and Smoke- Foretelling by fire and smoke must be one of
the oldest known ways of divination. ‘Pyromancy’ is the proper
term for divination by fire, as ‘Capnomany’ is divining by
smoke. There is even ‘Spodomancy’ which is divining by reading the ashes. Often times, divination by fire involved casting
herbs, salt, seeds, even bones into the fire and then ‘reading
the omens’ from the result. One simple traditional example
tells that one can tell the future by casting bay leaves into the
fire, as bay was a magical plant in folklore. Another is that
by naming hazelnuts on All Hallows Eve after each interested
suitor, they are thrown into the fire, and they then reveal who
is most suitable by popping the loudest. Burning Jasmine or
poppy seeds in the fire gave divination by reading the smoke
that rose up. If the smoke was thin and shot up in a straight
line, the omen was good, whereas if it hung low, the result
was unfavorable.

Palmistry- Palmistry is also called ‘Chiromancy’, reading the
hands. This is an old system of fortune telling and has been
practiced all over parts of Eurasia. It was thought to have
originated in India. Early philosophers and Greeks studied it. It
was suppressed during Medieval times by the church and was
considered one of the seven ‘forbidden arts’, along with divination by water, fire, earth air, bones and consulting with the
dead. Reading palms took more skill and memory than some
divination forms, but nonetheless was intuitive and could be
practiced by folks that were illiterate. The current interest
in palmistry that has come from the New Age movement has
popularized it and can tend to make it overcomplicated by
being more technical and less intuitive, which was an original
part of the skill. According the Charles Godfrey Leland, who
spent much time with Romany folk in the mid-late 1800s, very
few of them know the chiromancy that the eighteenth and
nineteenth occultists would define. He asserts that the palmistry that we know of today has evolved into a more modern
and ‘learned’ system of divination.

Birds and Animals- Reading the signs and omens from bird
and animal behavior is very old indeed, even if it is as simple
as watching the squirrel activity to predict a mild or harsh
winter ahead. ‘Ornithomancy’ is the term for watching and
predicting events based off of birds flight, cries and actions,
and ‘Zoomancy’ is the term by watching animal behavior in
general. Divination by the birds was considered dangerous
to ignore in Ancient Rome. This was important for day to day
life, and people practiced ornithomancy even long after the
coming of Christianity. Bird omens seem to be all that remain
from this ancient practice. Many bird related omens have to
do with death, such as if a white bird flies into your home, a
death in the family will follow, or if a lone raven lands on your
eves, expect the same.

Divinations by Plants- Divination by plants is a huge topic
indeed, and although it is not a cohesive system of divination, plants were important with their use in divinatory folk
magic. Almost all of them have to do with finding love or with
inquiring about matters of health/death. In parts of Germany,
wreaths were made from a certain marsh marigold and thrown
onto the roof. If anyone’s wreath stayed up there, it was a
death omen. On Midsummers eve in Wales, pieces of St. Johns
wort were named after each family member and hung from
the ceiling beams. In the morning, the pieces were inspected
and the one that withered the most would foretell who in the
family would die first. A Romany divination used the seeds of
Thorn apple, Datura stramonium. 21 of them were put on a
‘witch drum’ or a special tambourine covered with animal skin
and marked with symbolic stripes. One side of the drum is
gently tapped and by the position of the seeds on the stripes,
the health, recovery or death of the client can be foretold.

The Bible and the Key Using the bible and the key for divination purposes is an example of how people used what was
available to them, and the bible was often the only book in the
house for many rural and mostly illiterate families. The ’bible
and key’ method was an old way that traditional ‘cunning folk’
or wise women and men could help their clients. It is at least
500 years old. It was used to find out a thief. One way to use
it was to bring the suspects into a room and have them gather
around a table. On the table was placed the bible and on it the
key. The key is spun around and the person opposite of where
it stops was supposedly the thief. Another way to use the bible
and the key was to have all persons suspected balance the bible opened with the key placed on a certain passage with their
right hand, while their left hand was behind their back. Strict
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A love divination from England- if one harvested a perfectly
opened rose on Midsummer’s Eve (June 23) and preserved
it in white paper, she could wear it to a social event (usually
church) on Christmas eve and her future husband would

come up and ask her for it. Cutting a bracken fern Pteridium
spp. root in two was done to show the initials of ones future
mate, often on the auspicious Midsummers Eve. Pining five
bay leaves to ones pillow, four on each corner and one in the
middle, was believed to give dreams of ones future mate.
These give just a handful of examples, indeed an entire book
could be written on the subject!

working with ancestor spirits. Summoning or communicating
with the dead for information is as old as magic itself; it has
been used across time, space and place. The earliest literary
reference to necromancy comes from Homers Greek Odyssey,
which dates from almost 3000 years ago. The more notorious
Medieval necromancy involved complicated rituals, talismans,
magical circles, fumigations with certain herbs and resins, sacrifices, incantations that are similar to exorcisms’ and more.
This type of divination at its height of medieval practice was
used mainly by male members of the lower clergy (for seeking
power, knowledge and to control others, including seducing
women) and was termed ‘demonology’ and ‘demon worship’
by the Catholic church. Of course some of its influenced
trickled down into folk magic, and can be seen in some of the
Black Books, Scandinavian books of magical practitioners.

Pendulum Using a pendulum to answer yes or no questions is
very old. One known way was to suspend a ring from a string.
Sometimes it was held above a bowl or goblet and lowered
inside as a question was asked. The way that it moved could
indicate the answer, or the way in which it rang at the side of
the bowl. If the ring or object suspended moved clockwise, it
was a good influence upon the situation at hand, if it moved
counter clock wise, it was an evil one. Other simple pendulums consisted of a needle, a single bead or key suspended
from a thread. Sometimes the pendulum was used to predict
the sex of a baby, if suspended over the pregnant belly, this
one often involved the wedding ring threaded on the hair of
the expectant mother.

References: D.C. Watts, Elsevier’s Dictionary of Plant Lore,
2007 ; E. and M.A. Radford, The Encyclopedia of Superstitions, 1961; Opie and Tatem, A Dictionary of Superstitions,
1989; Doreen Valiente, An ABC of Witchcraft, 1973; Elizabeth
Pepper, Witches All, 2003; Charles Godfrey Leland, Gypsy Sorcery and Fortune Telling, originally published in 1891, 1995
edition; Lewis Spence, The Magic Arts in Celtic Britain, 1992;
www.wikipedia.com

Divination by the Dead- Necromancy -Necromancy is perhaps
the most taboo of all of the divination systems. It is part of
the reason that witchcraft has been known as the ‘black arts’.
Some believe that necromancy is related to shamanism, by

-Up Coming Classes & Offeringstraditions of the plants that have been handed down to us
throughout history. You will begin by creating a home apothecary and as the season progresses you will fill your shelves
and bottles with beautiful high quality medicines for yourself, family and friends. We spend time in the field, forest
and in the kitchen. There are weekly homework assignments,
and each student develops a plant journal full of details and
recipes about the plants. This is a hands-on-series with the
goal that each student finishes with an in depth understanding of many medicinal plants in the local area.

Volume One: Under the Witching Tree
To purchase Corinne’s first book on the folklore, medicine
and magic of trees called Under the Witching Tree, go to
the Troy Books website, to order the title directly. www.
troybooks.co.uk/ The books are available from the website,
in four editions. This is the first book in a trilogy about plant
folk magic and medicine, the other two forthcoming titles
covering wayside plants and the magicians garden.

The Herbal Apprenticeship:
Join a small group of people for weekly classes that focus
on wild-crafting and medicine making. Held at a beautiful
small farm in Shelton, we meet for an entire year, focusing
on the seasonal availability of wild plants. We hand-craft
small batches of plant medicine and learn how to use plants
for common ailments. You will learn the folklore and the
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Held on a small homestead in Shelton. 30 minutes north of
Olympia. Classes are from 10-2, Thursday OR Friday. Cost is
$50 per class, about $200 per month. Three month minimum
commitment is required. Go to www.maplemistwood.com
and click on ‘Herbal Apprenticeship’ for more information.
You can see the entire month to month curriculum online.
To Register: Contact Corinne @ maplemistwood@gmail.com
Please email me with any questions

Open Fri & Sat 10-6 | 3664 Mud Bay Rd

The Hawthorn School of Plant Medicine
2017 Plant Immersion

Our 9 month long program runs from
February to October, located in Olympia, WA area.
We focus on the plants of this bioregion from many
perspectives, from elemental herbalism to phytochemistry.
For more information, please contact us at:

hawthorn.herbschool@gmail.com

A BIG THANK YOU

to the personal sponsors that
helped support and print this issue:
Katherine Moss

Would you like to place and ad or be a personal sponsor in The Gathering Basket?
A black and white business card sized ad costs $30. Every ad placed results in the creation
of 70 copies that are distributed for free to the public. You can also be a personal sponsor,
without placing an add and give any amount that works for your budget. If you are
interested or would like more information please email me at
Corinne@opalsapothecary.com
This newsletter is offered four times per year, look for the next Gathering Basket during the Spring Equinox.
Thank you sponsors for your support Your contributions pay for the cost of printing, keeping the newsletter free for the public.
Readers please support our sponsors and let them know you saw their add here.
All illustrations are copyright free.
Computer and Graphic layout by Greenman’s Graphics - Printed by Minuteman Press
All written information in this newsletter falls under the copyright law.
If you wish to reproduce it in any way, please contact Corinne via email maplemistwood@gmail.com.
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